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16 Seaborg  NEW FILM   4 min   Min. height: 142 cm

Embark on an astounding trip! Will you dare to challenge the machine? 
Not for the faint of heart… 

17 700 sharks into the dark  12 min  Min. age: 6 yo

A VR documentary which will immerse you into a 12-minute diving 
experience into a pack of 700 sharks. A thrilling experience! 

18 The Ocean’s moods  
Enter the wheelhouse and discover the story of the « Frans Hals » ship 
grounded in 1996 in Biarritz.

19 3D movie - 40min  

NEW FILM     

At the exit, do not miss 
the exhibition GYOTAKU

what's new in 2023

20 Bone conduction sound experience   
It's as if your body were a loudspeaker, transforming sound vibrations 
into a unique auditory experience! Can you recognise the sounds of 

marine animals?

21 Smell table  
This unique experience invites you to guess 10 smells associated with 
the ocean and marine life. Come and challenge your senses with the 

"smell table".

22 Photo exhibition: Teahupoo, the surge of 2024    
Ten photos by 2 renowned surf photographers Tim McKenna and Ben 
Thouard, to discover Teahupo'o, the wave of the 2024 Olympics, from 

different angles: from the air, underwater, on board a boat...  

  Surfboard exhibition 
An exhibition of Pierre-Bernard Gascogne's personal collection: from 
the 1920s to the present day, 80 historic boards tell the story of surfing 
from California to the Basque Coast!

The Robot  
Chat with our clever and playful robot! 

1 Birth of the Ocean: satellite 
Learn how water first appeared on Earth and how it all began.

2 The Ocean has secrets: talking statues  

Once upon a time, there was the Atlantis, the Bermuda Triangle, the 
Sargasso Sea, the Great Flood… Do you believe it’s all true?

3 The Ocean is alive: submarine base  
Games and quizzes to better know the oceans’ inhabitants.

4 Virtual Surf   3 min Min. age: 6 yo

Surf the perfect tube. Get to grips with mythical waves such as 
Belharra and Teahupoo, amongst others!

5 Surf Sensation 5D   2,5 min Min. age: 6 yo

Transform yourself into a surfer when you stand on an interactive 
surfboard and put on the virtual reality headset!

6 Bathyscaphe  6 min  Min. age: 6 yo

Embark on a bumpy and sensational ride.

7 The Ocean, cradle of evolution: the whale
From the first cell to the Basque whale, come and discover the story 
of the evolution.

9 The white Ocean 
Visit the polar base and become an explorer.

11 Virtual Trip 360°   NEW FILM   12 min  Min. age: 6 yo

Dive without getting wet thanks to a VR headset.   
Film : WILD IMMERSION, supported by Jane Goodall.

12 X-Ray dive into the Capbreton Abyss

13 The Ocean, a partner    
Let’s discover the oceans’ endless ressources.

14 Sea tales  
Relax with these poetic and funny tales! 

15 Ocean life on every level: giant microscopes
Learn how biodiversity varies depending on which ocean and depth. 
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Min. height: 142cm
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Suitable for children

360-degree animation 
with VR headset

3D movie with glasses
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Need to rush? 
Follow the stars to 
must-see areas. Share your photos ! @citedelocean

#citedelocean


